YoungLives
MONTHLY CLUB MEETING
GRACE BIBLE CHURCH
4021 SE 37th Street
(off of 37th and Croco Rd.)
Dinner is served at 6:30 p.m. Deb J opens the church at 5:45 but is happy to meet you earlier if necessary. Her
contact # is 785.224.9939. It works best to prepare most of the food ahead of time. The average number
served is 30. A small group of 4 couples assist with the set up, serving and clean up of the meal. Paper goods
and beverages are provided. There is a full kitchen from which to work and serving pieces available if needed.
You are welcome to stay and experience first hand “serving the least of these” but it is not necessary. Grab a
sister or 2 and share the gift of giving.
MUST READ OR THE TEEN MOMS WILL PUT YOUR FOOD IN THE TRASH (hehe) says Deb J but it is
True!!!
Thank you for volunteering to prepare a simple, home-cooked meal for the teen moms. Our appreciation is
beyond words. The culture the YoungLives is ministering to is very different from our culture. Some of the
moms are living on their own and just existing from one day to the next with the bare necessities. Some of the
moms limit a diaper change to two times a day!! A box of macaroni and cheese is not a staple on their shelves
as it requires butter and milk... Their taste buds have only known fast and easy food.
The girls may feel overwhelmed with the unfamiliarity of the food you have prepared, reluctant to try something
new and undeserving of your generosity. The leaders do a great job working with the girls to instill hope and
dignity for this lost culture as well as encouraging them to show respect to those who are offering a generous
hand.
FOOD SUGGESTIONS for the weekly lunch and/or the monthly Club Meeting Dinner
Mexican Food is always a favorite: taco bar, enchiladas, burritos, CCQ w chips
Lasagna (store bought or homemade)
Mac N Cheese
Sloppy Joes
Hot or Cold sandwiches on WHITE BREAD with condiments served on the side
Hot Pasta dishes
Hot Dogs
Chicken Nuggets (store bought & served warm)
Chips
Fresh fruit and veggies served w Ranch Dressing
THEY LOVE DESSERTS, excluding fruit cobbler type desserts
**We have learned that soups are not well received.
SAMPLE CLUB MEETING DINNER MENU
3 pans of Chicken Tetrazzini
Large green salad with RANCH Dressing
4 dz. breadsticks
Carrot sticks, grapes, cuties
Dessert

